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1

 Depuis leur création en 1997, les Rencontres Sabéennes ont vocation à réunir annuellement les spécialistes de l’Arabie 
méridionale préislamique et des régions voisines, archéologues et épigraphistes, afi n de présenter l’avancée des recherches 
récentes dans la discipline.
Chaque année, un thème privilégié est proposé sur lequel les participants sont invités à se pencher. À l’occasion des 
17e Rencontres sabéennes, qui se sont tenues à Paris les 6, 7 et 8 juin 2013, ce thème fut « La religion dans l’Arabie 
préislamique : territoires du sacré et espaces sacrés ».
Au moment où la situation ne permet plus de conduire de travaux de terrain en Arabie du Sud et où la communauté 
scientifi que se consacre à la synthèse d’un corpus épigraphique et archéologique abondant, les religions arabiques 
préislamiques apparaissent comme l’une des clés de compréhension de ces sociétés et comme un élément-clé dans la 
défi nition des identités locales.
Ce thème était motivé par une question principale : dans quelle mesure les cultes et pratiques religieuses structurent-ils 
le paysage et la société de l’Arabie préislamique ? Cette question se déclinait autour de plusieurs registres : origine des 
panthéons arabiques ; lien entre forme architecturale, divinité et entité territoriale ; rôle du pèlerinage dans la défi nition 
des identités ; extension géographique des cultes voués aux différentes divinités de l’Arabie préislamique ; conséquences 
de l’émergence des pratiques monothéistes sur les temples païens ; ruptures et continuités entre pratiques préislamiques 
et islamiques.
Dans ce volume, outre les chapitres qui portent sur ces questions, plusieurs contributions sont consacrées à l’actualité 
de la recherche en Arabie méridionale et sur son pourtour. C’est ici l’occasion pour plusieurs spécialistes yéménites qui 
continuent à œuvrer sur le terrain de présenter les résultats de travaux inédits. En dépit des circonstances diffi ciles, nous 
ne pouvons que saluer leur ténacité dans la poursuite de leurs activités de recherche.
Nous tenons enfi n à remercier l’ensemble des institutions qui, par leur soutien fi nancier, ont permis la tenue et la 
publication des 17e Rencontres Sabéennes : l’UMR8167 Orient et Méditerranée (CNRS, Université Paris 1, Université 
Paris Sorbonne, EPHE) ; l’UMR7041 Archéologie et Sciences de l’Antiquité (CNRS, Université Paris 1, Université 
Paris Ouest) ; le programme Coranica [ANR-10-FRAL-018-01] de l’Agence Nationale de la Recherche et de la Deutsche 
ForschungsGemeinschaft ; le Labex Resmed [ANR-10-LABX-72] ; le Labex DynamiTe [ANR-11-LABX-0046] ; 
l’Université Paris-Sorbonne ; le CEFAS et le ministère des Affaires étrangères français.
Nous remercions enfi n MM. Derek Kennet et St John Simpson d’avoir accepté la publication de cet ouvrage dans la série 
des monographies de la British Foundation for the Study of Arabia des British Archaeological Reports.

À Paris, le 26 mai 2015
Jérémie Schiettecatte & Mounir Arbach
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Contacts between Ethiopia and South Arabia 
in the fi rst millennium AD: an overview

Fabienne DUGAST, Iwona GAJDA 1

Abstract1

Relations between northern Ethiopia and South Arabia 
in Antiquity have been much discussed, most publications 
focusing on the fi rst millennium BC. Relations during the 
fi rst millennium AD have received less attention, apart 
from studies of dramatic events during the 6th century. A 
general framework of these contacts is proposed, along 
with new observations about contacts between the two 
sides of the Red Sea, in particular from the 1st to the 
6th century AD. During ancient times, the two cultures 
seem, at fi rst sight, to be quite different; but a closer 
look at the evidence from inscriptions and excavations 
(architectural features and building techniques) discovers 
that the two areas maintained contacts, which varied over 
time, and often evolved in like manner.

To us today, Ethiopia and South Arabia seem to be 
different countries with completely different cultures. In 
ancient times too, the civilizations on the two sides of the 
Red Sea seem distant from each other. In the early stage 
of its history however, the Ethiopian civilization was 
very close to the South Arabian: the same ‘monumental’ 
architecture, the same script, the same pantheon (with 
additional local deities). All of this is evidence of close 
contacts as early as the 8th century BC, perhaps even 
earlier. 2 But what happened afterwards? By the fi rst 
millennium AD, the Ethiopian civilization seems to have 
gone its own way, diverging from the South Arabian. 
The architecture seems completely different. Different 
languages were spoken, even though all were Semitic 
with many similarities. The Ethiopian alphabet had 
evolved and gradually became distinct from the South 
Arabian, which had not changed much over the centuries. 
Religions on the two sides of the Red Sea were apparently 
different, even though we know very little about religion 
in northern Ethiopia during the fi rst centuries AD, 
apart from the names of a few deities such as Maḥrəm 
(Arès), Astar, Beḥer or Medr. In South Arabia, several 
deities were worshipped, each kingdom having its own 

1 Historical and epigraphic topics presented by I. Gajda; architectural 
topics presented by F. Dugast.

2 See, for instance, DE MAIGRET & ROBIN 1998; WOLF & NOWOTNICK 
2010; and GERLACH 2013.

pantheon. In the middle of the 4th century AD, the 
Ethiopian king Ezana converted to Christianity, while the 
Ḥimyarite kings adopted a monotheism strongly marked 
by Judaism around AD 380. Apparently, the civilizations 
on the sides of the Red Sea were unlike each other. But 
contacts still existed, and it is worthwhile investigating 
the sources in an effort to better understand their nature 
and effects.
This investigation will not be restricted to the earliest 
phases of these relations. Instead, we would like to provide 
an overview of interactions during the fi rst millennium BC 
and the fi rst millennium AD. Given insuffi cient advances 
in fi eld research, it is diffi cult to formulate general 
statements. Nonetheless, we would like to propose a 
general framework with signifi cant points, since we think 
that the grounds for making new observations on this 
subject have improved. Our effort to reconsider contacts 
between these two civilizations stems from our study of 
sources in epigraphy and architecture.
A fi rst observation can be made: the rise and development 
of civilizations on both sides of the southern part of the 
Red Sea occurred during periods of intense commercial 
activity. In the early fi rst millennium BC (as of the 
8th century BC), civilizations in South Arabia and 
northern Ethiopia arose and grew rapidly thanks to the 
development of long-distance trade with the Near East 
and Mediterranean. After the turn of the Christian era, 
the increase in trade by sea between Rome (the whole 
Mediterranean Basin) and India boosted economies in 
the southern Red Sea. Axum (Aksum) and Ḥ imyar appear 
for the fi rst time in sources from the 1st century AD. Both 
these kingdoms played a major political and economic 
role from that time up till the 6th century.
Trade seems to have been a major factor in relations, 
which oscillated between cooperation and rivalry and, 
at times, climaxed in warfare. From the 8th till the 
6th centuries BC, relations between South Arabia and 
northern Ethiopia were, as far as we can determine, 
peaceful. For the fi rst millennium AD, our main sources 
are South Arabian inscriptions, very few Ethiopian 
inscriptions, a few texts by classical authors and 
hagiographies (as of the 6th century). These sources 
make it clear that, from the start of the 3rd century AD 
onwards, the Ethiopians had the ambition of conquering 
South Arabia, their motives surely being economic. Let 
us take a closer look at these contacts and their impact on 
the politics and cultures of both civilizations.
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Contacts during the fi rst millennium BC

During the 8th–7th centuries BC, monumental architecture 
and inscriptions appeared in Ethiopia, at the same time as 
in South Arabia, perhaps a few decades later. Some of the 
monumental architecture in Ethiopia closely resembles 
the South Arabian. The alphabet used for inscriptions 
is almost identical — with a difference of a single letter 
transcribed as ś or s³ representing a sibilant that apparently 
did not exist in the local language; and the language was 
very close to the Sabaic spoken in South Arabia with some 
differences that can be explained in two ways: either the 
language spoken at that time in northern Tigray was very 
close to Sabaic, or else the language spoken locally was a 
different Semitic tongue that infl uenced the Sabaic used 
for inscriptions.
The question debated for half a century now, and especially 
during the last decade, is how did this civilization arise 
in Ethiopia and what impact did it have on the local 
population. One answer is that Sabaeans had colonized 
northern Tigray. Drewes and Schneider have discussed 
this hypothesis according to which small groups of 
colonists, perhaps merchants from South Arabia, brought 
with them new architectural techniques, alphabet and 
a new religion. 3 Robin has suggested that the Ethiopian 
civilization was closely related to the South Arabian even 
before the development of an alphabet and, furthermore, 
that the South Arabian kingdom of Sabaʾ exercised a kind 
of control over Ethiopia. 4 This suggestion is interesting: 
close relations could have existed between South Arabia 
and Ethiopia before the development of monumental 
architecture and an alphabet; however, there is no evidence 
of Saba’s political domination over Ethiopia in the early 
fi rst millennium BC. 5

During this phase, when relations between the Ethiopian 
and South Arabian cultures fi rst became visible, the 
monumental architecture and inscriptions in both 
regions were very similar. This phase did not last long 
in Ethiopia however, probably not longer than the 
6th–5th centuries BC. About one hundred short rock 
inscriptions discovered in eastern Eritrea might date 
from a later time. What happened after this initial phase? 
We do not really know. The second part of the fi rst 
millennium BC in Ethiopia can, for the time being, be 
qualifi ed as the ‘obscure centuries’. Only fi eld research 
can help dispel this obscurity, hopefully soon.
Surprisingly, sources on the second half of the fi rst 
millennium BC from South Arabia, whether epigraphic 
or archaeological, are also less abundant. There are 
fewer inscriptions than from the fi rst half of the fi rst 

3 DREWES 1959, 1962; SCHNEIDER 1976; and more recently, 
SCHNEIDER 2003 and PHILIPPSON 2009: 269–270.

4 See Robin in DE MAIGRET & ROBIN 1998: 788, 793–794.
5 See our recent discussion of this hypothesis in our paper “Reconsidering 

contacts between Southern Arabia and the highlands of Tigrai in 
the Ist millennium BC” presented in 2012 at the 18th International 
Conference for Ethiopian Studies organized at Dire Dawa on 
October 29–November 2 (to be published).

millennium BC. Since they are often diffi cult to date, the 
chronology remains uncertain. For archaeologists too, this 
period is relatively obscure, owing to a ‘gap’ in fi ndings at 
several sites.

The rise of Axum and Ḥimyar 
in the fi rst millennium AD

What was the situation on both sides of the Red Sea after 
the turn of the Christian era? We know more about the fi rst 
millennium AD thanks to a large corpus of South Arabian 
inscriptions, several Ethiopian inscriptions and classical texts.
As of the 1st century AD, both South Arabia and Ethiopia 
apparently entered a period of political and economic 
change with more intense economic activity. In South 
Arabia, a new political power arose, the kingdom of 
Ḥimyar, that would play a major role for more than 
fi ve centuries. Ḥimyar probably emerged at the end of 
the 2nd century BC 6 and became dominant during the 
1st century AD, when Ḥimyar and Sabaʾ were unifi ed 
as a single kingdom. On the other side of the Red Sea, a 
new political power also arose: the kingdom of Axum. It 
was fi rst mentioned in the 1st century AD, in the Periplus 
Maris Erythraei and by Pliny.
Despite the obscure origins of both Ḥimyar and Axum, what 
impelled their rise was, without any doubt, long-distance 
trade, a factor of rapid growth for both countries: not only 
Roman trade of course, as navigation on the Indian Ocean 
developed, but also Indian, Axumite and Ḥimyarite trade; 
seaborne obviously, but also by caravan overland. Trade by 
land did not completely collapse as trade by sea intensifi ed; 
it diminished but nevertheless continued in the fi rst 
centuries AD, according to the archaeological remains from 
caravan cities, like Nagrān or Qaryat, and written sources. 7
The 2nd century AD was a period of war in South Arabia. 
Sabaʾ and Ḥimyar split, several kingdoms were fi ghting 
each other, forming and breaking coalitions. We do not 
know what was happening in Ethiopia since there are few 
written sources that cannot be clearly dated. The results 
of archaeological excavations at Bieta Giyorgis prove that 
Aksum and its region were developing. 8

In the 3rd century AD, the kingdom of Axum seems to 
have become powerful and wealthy. Its kings started 
coining money. 9 The Ethiopians intervened in confl icts in 
South Arabia, taking advantage of the disorder there, and 
obviously trying to take control of the country. Our main 
sources about contacts between South Arabia and Ethiopia 
during the 3rd century are South Arabian inscriptions. 
There is nearly no data from Ethiopia. The kingdoms in 
South Arabia continued warring against each other during 
the 3rd century, but a new actor had come on the scene: the 
kings of Axum and their armies. 10

6 VON WISSMANN 1964; BEESTON 1975; AVANZINI 1985; ROBIN 1989 b; 
TINDEL 1994; YULE 2007.

7 See for instance ANSARI 2010; ROBIN 2001.
8 FATTOVICH et al. 2000.
9 MUNRO-HAY 1984, 1989.
10 See ROBIN 1989 a. 
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Diplomatic relations were established between Sabaʾ and 
Axum. The Sabaean king Alhān Nahfān received an embassy 
from the Axumite king Gadara who negotiated an alliance. 11 
A coalition of Sabaeans, Ethiopians, and Ḥaḍramis waged 
war on Ḥimyar. 12 But the Sabaean/Ethiopian alliance fell 
apart. 13 During Shaʿrum Awtar’s reign, the Sabaeans helped 
the Ḥimyarites and their king, Liʿazz Yuhanif Yuhasdiq, 
to chase the Ethiopian army out of Ẓafār, the Ḥimyarite 
capital. Soon afterwards though, the Ḥimyarites joined the 
Ethiopians to fi ght against the Sabaeans. Another reversal 
of coalitions must have occurred, since, in the middle of the 
3rd century, the Ethiopian army once again occupied Ẓafār 
for seven months. 14

Several South Arabian inscriptions, both Ḥimyarite and 
Sabaean, report attacks by Ethiopians, the Ethiopian 
army, Ethiopian groups (ʾḥzb ʾḥbšn) or “Ethiopian hordes/
pillagers” (bʿbʿt ʾḥbšn). 15 For much of the 3rd century, 
Ethiopian forces were apparently present in western South 
Arabia, on the Tihāma plain where they attacked tribes 
and cities and tried to conquer strategic places. 16 At times, 
they seized the Ḥimyarite capital Ẓafār, 17 Aden, 18 the 
Ḥimyarite port and the northern merchant city of Nagrān. 19 
They apparently tried to take control of the South Arabian 
trade network. Axum had visibly entered a phase of strong 
growth and expansion.
The Ḥimyarites fi nally managed to drive the Ethiopians 
out of South Arabia, probably around AD 260–270, 
according to the al-Miʿsāl 5 inscription. 20 Soon 
afterwards, the kingdoms of Ḥimyar and Sabaʾ were 
unifi ed under the Ḥimyarite king Yāsirum Yuhanʿim 
and his son Shammar Yuharʿish. The latter managed, 
at the end of the 3rd century, to annex the kingdom of 
Ḥaḍramawt and thus unify all of South Arabia. It is worth 
pointing out that the Ḥimyarite king who won the last 
major battle against the Ethiopians and helped drive 
them out of the country would, soon afterwards, unify 
South Arabia for the fi rst time in its history. Ethiopian 
incursions and the presence of Ethiopian armed groups 
in South Arabia during the 3rd century might have been 
a signifi cant factor accelerating the unifi cation of South 
Arabia under Ḥimyarite kings. The sovereigns of South 
Arabian kingdoms, who had been fi ghting against each 
other, must have realized that the neighbours lurking on 
the other side of the Red Sea were a menace for the whole 
region — further evidence of the power of Ethiopia at 
that time.

11 See the inscription CIH 308.
12 NNAG 13 + 14.
13 Ja 635; Ja 631; Ir 12.
14 ROBIN 1989 a: 151, according to the MAFRAY al-Miʿsāl 3/8–9 

inscription.
15 See the inscriptions MAFRAY al-Miʿsāl 3/2, 8–9; 5/16; Ja 635/23–24; 

Ry 533/21; Ja 631; Ja 574; FB-Maḥram Bilqīs 2. See also BĀFAQĪH 
1991: 395–398.

16 ROBIN 1989a: 149–152; BĀFAQĪH 1991: 395–398.
17 Ja 631; MAFRAY al-Miʿsāl 3/8–9.
18 MAFRAY al-Miʿsāl 5/15–18.
19 Ja 635/23–24; Ja 577/8–12.
20 MAFRAY al-Miʿsāl 5/12–20; ROBIN 1989 a: 151.

Ambitions of the kings of Axum

The situation changed completely in the 4th century. The 
Ḥimyarite inscripti ons no longer mention the presence of 
Ethiopian forces in South Arabia. The only mention of 
Ethiopia occurs in inscription Ir 28 from the reign of the 
Ḥimyarite king Karibʾīl Watar Yuhanʿim; it refers to an 
embassy that came back safely from Ethiopia.
Fourth-century Ethiopian sources draw an interesting 
picture of Axum’s attitude towards South Arabia.
The title of Ezana, the famous king who reigned ca. the 
mid-4th century, was “king of Axum, Ḥimyar, Raydān, 
Ḥabashat, Sabaʾ, Salḥīn, Seyamo and Bega, king of 
kings”. 21 Immediately after Axum, Ezana enumerated the 
main territories in South Arabia (Ḥimyar, Sabaʾ) and the 
royal castles (Raydān, Salḥīn) to which he claimed control. 
However the many epigraphic sources from South Arabia 
clearly tell us that this domination did not actually occur at 
that time. The title might be reminiscent of a title used by 
a 3rd-century predecessor, but which is not documented. 
Ezana actually celebrated his victories in Africa in several 
inscriptions, some of them in different versions. On two 
stelae, there is an inscription in Greek on one side and, 
on the other, an inscription in Geʿez, but in South Arabian 
script, as well as a third inscription in Geʿez in the non-
vocalized Ethiopian script. 22 The versions in the South 
Arabian script are curious imitations of South Arabian 
inscriptions. They borrow South Arabian words to render 
Ethiopian phrases: for example the Geʿez ngš / ngšt, “king 
of kings” was replaced by an incorrect mlk / mlkn; and Geʿez 
wld, “son”, with South Arabian bn. The ornamentation of 
the two inscriptions in South Arabian script has never been 
attested in South Arabia (Fig. 1). 23 Another peculiarity of 
these two inscriptions is that all words end with the letter 
-m, corresponding to the Sabaic indefi nite article, which 
normally stands at the end of names. In these inscriptions 
however, the letter -m is attached to all words including 
verbs and prepositions — a peculiar way of ‘making up’ 
the inscription so it looks more South Arabian.
Why did Ezana make this effort to commemorate his 
victories and conquests in Africa through inscriptions that 
look — but are not — South Arabian? Who was supposed 
to read them? Certainly not South Arabians, since they 
would not understand. Why did Ezana go back to the 
South Arabian alphabet? Probably for reasons related to 
the prestige of the South Arabian culture and, perhaps also 
because of his ambition to control South Arabia.

21 See the inscription RIÉ 185 I/1–2, in Geʿez but in South Arabian 
script: mlk / ʾksmm / w-ḏ-Ḥmrm / w-Rydnm / w-Ḥbštm / w-Sbʾm / 
w-Slḥm / w-Ṣymm / w-Ksm / w-Bgm / mlk / mlkn. Other versions 
of Ezana’s title appear in the inscriptions in Geʿez but in South 
Arabian script (RIÉ 185 bis I/1–3); in non-vocalised Ethiopian 
script (RIÉ 185 II/1–3; 185 bis II/1–3); in vocalised Ethiopian script 
(RIÉ 187/1–3; 188/1–4; 189/2–4), and in Greek (RIÉ 270/1–5; 
270 bis/1–4; 271/6–9).

22 RIÉ 185 I and II, RIÉ 270; RIÉ 185 bis I and II; RIÉ 270 bis.
23 RIÉ 190 (on the other side of the stele is an inscription in Greek, 

RIÉ 271), and RIÉ 186, which could also be ascribed to Ezana.
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Nevertheless, Ezana did not manage to bring South Arabia 
under his domination. Did he actually intend to conquer it? 
Probably not. South Arabia, now unifi ed, was strong; and it 
would have been risky to launch an invasion. Ezana seized 
lands around Axum and sent expeditions northwards, 
conquering Kush (probably Meroe). Meanwhile, on 
the other side of the Red Sea, the Ḥimyarite kings were 
organizing military expeditions to the north, to central 
Arabia.
Almost two centuries after Ezana’s reign, a successor 
to the throne of Axum, the negus Kālēb or Ella Aṣbəḥa, 
fulfi lled the ancient ambition of conquering South Arabia. 
The head of his army, Abraha, declared himself king of 
South Arabia; and the Ethiopians controlled the country 
for several decades. King Kālēb’s royal title proclaimed 
control over South Arabia in terms similar to those used 
by Ezana, mentioning Ḥimyar, Sabaʾ and royal castles 
(Raydān and Salḥīn). 24 How strange that Kālēb had 
inscriptions engraved in Geʿez but with the South Arabian 
script! This king apparently used the South Arabian 
alphabet for the sake of prestige and as a commemoration 
of the victory over South Arabia. The inscriptions describe 
his successful expedition against the Ḥimyarites and the 
conquest of the whole country.

24 RIÉ 191.

Architectural features

Contacts between these two countries did not just involve war 
and royal ambitions, not even during the fi rst millennium AD. 
The use of South Arabian script, as by Kālēb in the 6th century, 
may be evidence of nothing more than the prestige of South 
Arabian culture. Nonetheless, the way Ezana wrote his own 
language using two different scripts, the one from centuries 
earlier, would attest more than just a kind of ‘resurgence’.
Similar cultural traits had obviously developed on both 
sides of the Red Sea throughout the centuries, from the very 
fi rst millennium BC till the end of the fi rst millennium AD, 
whatever the contacts were in such or such period. 25 Sabaean 
artists and craftsmen — some of them being explicitly said 
to be stonemasons (grbyn) coming from Maʾrib 26 — have 
been documented in having worked in Ethiopia since the 
8th century BC, at Yeha, Haoulti-Melazzo, and other well-
known sites, even in Eritrea, as far as a few elements are 
concerned — for the most part incense burners, 27 and other 

25 On the relations between northern Ethiopia and southern Arabia in the fi rst 
millennium BC, see the recent synthesis in GERLACH 2013: 258–261.

26 See RIÉ 26, 27 & 30 (Gobochela), RIÉ 39 (Yehā). See more recently 
NEBES 2011: 163.

27 RIÉ 31 (Gobochela): ylbb / grbyn / hqnyl ʾlmqh, “Ylbb, worker in 
stone dedicated to Almaqah”; MG 4 = DAI ʿAddi ʾAkawəḥ 2008-2 
(Mäqabər Gaʿəwa): b-nḫy / wʿrn / hqny / ḫyrhmw / grbyn / bn / ḫḍʿn / 
ʾlmqh /, “With the guidance of Wʿrn, Ḫyrhm, worker in stone, son of 
Ḫḍʿn, dedicated (this monument) to Almaqah”.

Fig. 1. Inscription RIÉ 186 = DAE 8 (Axum), fragment (Littmann 1913: pl. II).
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kinds of religious ‘ex-voto’, sometimes referring to their 
performance. 28 In the Axumite period, evidence is less 
clear of such a transfer of culture except in architecture, 
either in techniques or arrangements. 29 Several studies 
however have been carried out since the beginning of the 
20th century, giving details on the site of Axum, 30 and on 
several sites in Eritrea: Tokonda, 31 Cohaito, 32 Matara, 33 
Adulis. 34 This kind of evidence can even be seen on a very 
remote site we are now excavating on the eastern edge 
of the highlands of Tigray. 35 But is there any continuum 
in architecture between a so-called ‘pre-Axumite’ period 
— the fi rst millennium BC — and the Axumite kingdom 
— in the fi rst millennium AD?

Yehā, Grat Beʾal Gebri, Mäqabər Gaʿəwa 
(fi rst millennium BC)
The monument we know best, the Great Temple at Yehā 
was built during the 8th–7th centuries BC in a heavy 
masonry. According to A. de Maigret, the inside plan looks 
very much like the one at Barāqish in the Jawf 36 — on the 
Arabian side (Fig. 2). The monument consisted in fact of 
the same two main elements: fi rst of all, a large hypostyle 
hall, divided by four rows of three pillars each — only the 
bases of which are preserved — into four aisles adjacent 
to a wider, central nave, two on either side; secondly, the 
chapels — usually more than one — set up at the rear part 
of the temple on a slightly higher level, as it was also the 
case at Barāqish, 37 and might also have been at Tamnaʿ.
Some 200 metres north-west of the huge temple at Yehā, 
Grat Beʾal Gebri which seems to be 150 years older, 38 
would as well have followed the same way of building-up 
as in South Arabia, as far as the remains are concerned: 
except for two pillars — one about 3.50 m, the other one 
2.40 m in height — only the foundations of the walls have 

28 RIÉ 39 (Yehā): lḥy / grbyn / bn / yqdm[ʾl /] fqmm / ḏmryb / ślʾ / ʿṯtr / 
wʾlmqh / mhrt / y[d]hw / wbnhw / ḫyrhm, “Lḥy worker in stone, son of 
Yqdmʾl Fqmm from Maʾrib dedicated the work of his hands and (the 
work) of his son Ḫyrhm”.

29 ANFRAY 1990: 104. See more recently MANZO 1995; and BRETON 2011.
30 KRENCKER 1913: 107–131.
31 DAINELLI & MARINELLI 1912: 503–504.
32 Ibid.: 470–478; KRENCKER 1913: 148–152.
33 ANFRAY 1963: 87–112, 1967: 33–53; ANFRAY & ANNEQUIN 1965: 49–86.
34 PARIBENI 1908: col. 437–572; LITTMANN 1906: 151–182; ANFRAY 1967: 

3–26.
35 The project is part of a French-Ethiopian research programme, 

headed by Dr Iwona Gajda and Dr Fabienne Dugast from the CNRS 
(UMR 8167 Orient & Méditerranée, Paris), and supported by the 
French Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Paris), the French Centre for 
Ethiopian Studies (Addis Ababa), the Authority for Research and 
Conservation of Cultural Heritage (Addis Ababa), and the Bureau of 
Culture and Tourism of the Regional State of Tigrai (Makale and the 
Wukro Branch), as well as the Tabia’s administrator and offi cials from 
Kebele of Sawena.

36 DE MAIGRET & ROBIN 1998: 77–778; DE MAIGRET 2010 and the 
restitutions of both temples p. 778–779. Such similarities had already 
been noticed by KRENCKER 1913: 70–89, SCHMIDT 1982 b: 161–169; 
1988: 78–98. For more comparisons with Barāqish, see DE MAIGRET 
& ROBIN 1993 and E. Gatti’s restitution on p. 436, Fig. 3.

37 DE MAIGRET & ROBIN 1993: 438.
38 Based on recent research and radiocarbon analysis performed by the 

Ethiopian-German Cooperation Project in Yehā, which places it at 
least as early as 800 BC: GERLACH 2013: 264.

been preserved. 39 The building was arranged on an east-
west axis and was erected on a foundation platform a few 
metres high, the walls of which were slightly stepped: 
according to I. Gerlach, the inside plan consisted of small 
interconnected rooms, but the identifi cation of the building 
is still not sure. 40 Nonetheless, the access on the front 
wall consisted of a porch, in the very same way as at the 
Great Temple. The presence of one (Yehā) or two (Grat 
Beʾal Gebri) regular rows of six pillars about 5 m ahead 
of the building evokes indeed a kind of propylon. 41 Rather 
than steles, the heavy pillars at Kaskase may as well be 
the evidence of a similar monument, though none have 
been excavated yet, 42 but which are reminiscent of similar 
monoliths erected — among others from South Arabia — 
at Maʾrib (Sabaʾ), Barāqish (Jawf), Tamnaʿ (Qatabān), 
and related one-to-one to the gate-building of the temple 
of Barʾan (9th–4th cent. BC), 43 the one of Nakraḥ (7th–
6th cent. BC) 44 and the so-called TT1 (7th cent. BC). 45

Apart from the pillars, both monuments show a kind of 
heavy masonry, made of rubblework faced on both sides 
with regular blocks more than 1 m long, carefully dressed 
and coursed by using either stretchers or headers, and dry 
laid 46 — a way of assembling well attested in the Jawf. 47 
Besides, the blocks were precisely cut on all faces, and 
their outer face was coarse-stippled with a kind of drafted 
margin some 4 to 5 cm wide all around but slightly 
prominent, which is specifi c to South Arabian building 
techniques (Fig. 3). 48

Wood was also used at that early period, even if, according 
to I. Gerlach, not as much as in the South Arabian ‘models’ 
which included mudbrick fi lling. 49 It was frequent though 
for head pieces and door- and window-frames, even for 
thresholds, and posts supporting wooden ceilings — as it 
is nowadays. But it might also have been used together 
with stones as a kind of framework, as far as one may go 
by the presence of scorched beams crisscrossed with the 
courses of the walls at Grat Beʾal Gebri. 50

The temple formerly excavated at Mäqabər Gaʿəwa, near 
Wukro, some 150 km south-east from Yehā, gives a new 
example of such resemblance, though in a rather modest 
execution and size. 51 According to P. Wolf — relying on 
14C analysis —, the monument goes back to the same 
period as the Great Temple at Yehā, 52 and the objects of 

39 ANFRAY 1997; GERLACH 2013: 267, Figs. 19 & 20.
40 GERLACH 2013: 266. See below.
41 See for Yehā: DE MAIGRET & ROBIN 1998: 767; for Grat Beʾal Gebri: 

GERLACH 2013: 264 & 267, Figs. 19 & 20.
42 MANZO 1995: 155.
43 SCHMIDT 1997–1998; VOGT 1998.
44 BRETON, ROBIN et al. 1981; DE MAIGRET & ROBIN 1993: 435.
45 BRETON et al. 1997: 41–59.
46 Ibid.: 745.
47 See BRETON 1998: 76–77.
48 Yehā: DE MAIGRET & ROBIN 1998: 745; Grat Beʾal Gebri: 

ANFRAY 1997: 19. On the South Arabian origin of such a cutting, see 
Bessac in BRETON (ed.) 2009: 48–49.

49 GERLACH 2013: 265.
50 ANFRAY 1997: 20; BRETON 2011: 59.
51 WOLF & NOWOTNICK 2010.
52 Ibid.: 369.
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cult refer to Almaqah, the main Sabaean god. Apart from 
a broad staircase, the temple had a porch about 2 m wide, 
which might have been a kind of propylon, the columns 
of which would have been made of wood; the rear part of 
the monument was divided into three rooms, less than 2 m 
wide, the central one being a chapel. 53 Though, instead 
of a hypostyle hall, it opened onto a hypaethral naos, 
since no remains of a roof have been found. This kind 
of arrangement all the same is known in the Jawf, maybe 
at an earlier date and anyhow in extra-muros shrines of 
rather modest size, among them as-Sawdāʾ, 54 Maʿīn, 55 or 
even Waddum dhū-Masmaʿim in the Sabaean region. 56

All these archi tectural features, actually dated back to the 
early fi rst millennium BC thanks to 14C analysis, give no 
more than evidence of straight links between northern 
Ethiopia and South Arabia at that time. The type of 
temple including a kind of ‘propylon’ and a hypostyle 

53 NEBES 2010: 216–228.
54 BRETON (ed.) 2011: 11–34, Fig. 27.
55 BRETON 1998: 66–67 & 75.
56 SCHMIDT 1982 a: 91–99.

hall or even a hypaethral naos is in fact pretty well-
known in the Jawf-Ḥaḍramawt basin, around Maʾrib and 
Ṣirwāḥ — heart of the Sabaean kingdom —, but also in 
the coastal plain of Tihāmah. 57 The stonework is clearly 
related to a Sabaean savoir-faire — maybe the wooden 
framework as well. 58 We used therefore to talk about 
Arabian infl uence during this specifi c period. But what 
occurred afterwards? Each country developed its own 
way of building-up, but not much is actually known. 59 
According to R. Fattovich, the temples excavated at 
Haoulti and Melazzo would have had improvements 
based either on local techniques or Nubian infl uences. 60 
Obviously though, the Axumite kingdom retained few 
architectural elements from the former period.

The so-called ‘palaces’ at Axum and Matara 
in the Axumite period
A large number of monuments from the Axumite period 
have been excavated, among others and apart from the port 
of Adulis on the Eritrean coast: 61 the famous and so-called 
‘Dungur palace’ at Axum, or again the so-called ‘palaces’ at 
Matara F. Anfray excavated in the 1960s under three different 
hillocks in the main valley of the Akkele Guzay, Eritrea. 62

These monuments may go back to the 4th–6th centuries AD or 
so, as far as the archaeological material is actually concerned. 
Anfray described each of them as a whole, arranged around 
a central building which was surrounded by a regular 
succession of small rooms, in such a way that they enclosed a 
kind of huge courtyard running in between (Fig. 4). 63

57 See for example BRETON 1998.
58 See below.
59 See for different considerations in MANZO 2005, and BRETON 2011.
60 FATTOVICH 1990. See for the description of both sites LECLANT 1959, 

and DE CONTENSON 1963.
61 PARIBENI 1908: col. 465–474; LITTMANN 1906: 172–182; DAINELLI 

& MARINELLI 1912: 519–523; ANFRAY 1974.
62 ANFRAY 1963, 1967; ANFRAY & ANNEQUIN 1965.
63 ‘Monument A’: ANFRAY 1963: 97; ‘Monument B’: ANFRAY & ANNEQUIN 

1965: 50–56; ‘Monument C’: ibid.: 62–64; ‘Monument D’: ibid.: 65–68.

Fig. 2. Reconstitution of the temples at Barāqish, 9th–4th centuries BC (drawing E. Gatti in DE MAIGRET & ROBIN 1993: Fig. 3); 
and Yehā, 8th century BC (after DE MAIGRET 2010: Fig. 1).

Fig. 3. Stone masonry at the Great Temple at Yehā, 8th century BC 
(photo P. Neury).
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The central building was usually not very large — only 
some 12 to 17 m for each side —, but it looked monumental 
in spite of the rubble masonry it was made of. As Anfray 
pointed out, regular levelling courses were set up with 
slabs of schist every 0.40 to 0.50 m in height, giving a 
kind of stepped batter to each wall. It looks monumental 
as well because of the height of the walls — about 2 m —, 
the central plane wall systematically set back, without any 
opening save for the one or more stairways on the front 
walls leading to the upper level (Fig. 5).
The inside was divided into nine rooms, about 3 m each 
side, and arranged three by three. Some of these small 
rooms had one, two or even four round stonework pillars 
inside, topped by a slab of schist — the same arrangement 
we see at Axum, in the so-called ‘Dungur palace’ (Fig. 6). 
As it is, the inside rooms seem to have been mostly 
unavailable. Anfray stumbled hence over a problem: what 
was the use of these low-roofed rooms, cluttered up by 
one or more pillars, and which had mainly no opening, 

even inside? As he found a human skeleton with rings and 
chains in one of them — Matara A, room F —, he thought 
at fi rst of a jail… 64

Similarities with South Arabian architecture

Again, this kind of architecture features and building 
techniques may be compared to what occurred in South 
Arabia, either in the fi rst millennium BC or AD. The 
peculiar way the central part of these complexes was 
built we know about in fact from years ago, thanks 
to J. Seigne and Ch. Darles, on a few sites in South 
Arabia, mainly in the wādī Ḥaḍramawt, but also in 
the Jawf, Ḥarīb and Bayḥān. 65 Among these, the site 

64 ANFRAY 1963: 96 & 103.
65 See especially SEIGNE 1982, 1991; BRETON & DARLES 1996; BRETON 

et al. 1997: 41–67.

Fig. 4. Foundation plan of ‘Monument B’ 
at Matara, 4th–6th centuries AD 

(drawing Y. Beaudouin in ANFRAY 
& ANNEQUIN 1965: pl. XXIII).

Fig. 5. The northern plane wall of ‘Monument A’ at Matara, 
4th–6th centuries AD (ANFRAY 1963: pl. LXVIII).

Fig. 6. Stonework including pillars in one of the rooms of the so-called 
‘Dungur palace’, 4th–6th centuries AD (photo F. Dugast).
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of Shabwa (Ḥaḍramawt), gives the main examples of 
such houses from between the 4th century BC and the 
3rd century AD. 66

A raised platform as foundation
In actual fact, the general layout is hardly ever comparable 
to the one at Matara. Only the so-called ‘royal palace’ 
at Shabwa gives such an example, consisting of a main 
building about 20 m each side, which faced a courtyard 
on its main axis, surrounded by a regular succession of 
small rooms. As few of this kind of complexes, it could 
additionally include a portico which ran alongside the 
rooms, enclosing the courtyard on three of its sides 
(Fig. 7). It is actually diffi cult to say anything about 
the surrounding rooms since we only have the planning 
down of the walls.
Yet, the scheme of the main building consisted of a kind 
of raised platform, about 2 to 4 m high, without any 
opening or access — in the same way as in Ethiopia —, 
on which the house was built, on one or maybe two 
upper storeys. The main access to the fi rst fl oor — or 
main fl oor as the basement of the platform had no 
opening — included a stairway set up on the front of the 
monument or on its side with a stair head to a porch. The 
basement enclosed several rooms, mainly small rooms. 
In quite a few cases the rooms seem laid out in a grid, 
the compartments of which were fi lled with gravel and 
pebble, and made them useless for storage or anything 
else. Unlike Matara though, the outside walls were built 
in a massive masonry, using squared stones, slightly 
stepped at their bases.

66 BRETON (ed.) 2009.

A wooden framework
The fl oor surface of the building was not very large — 15 
to 20 m each side or so in both countries — but the way 
it was built made it compact enough to support several 
storeys in South Arabia, which involved a wooden 
structure and mudbrick fi lling. The evidence of such 
a framework has been well documented at the sites of 
Shabwa and Hajar am-Dhaybiyya, on the northern side 
of the wādī Ḍuraʾ. 67 It consisted of wooden crosspieces 
set at regular intervals on top of the foundation walls, 
and joined up together by two horizontal beams slightly 
set back from the stone wall, each piece of wood made 
alternatively as a mortise or tenon for joining. This lattice 
formed hence the ground plates and made room for posts 
set up at regular intervals, two by two, for supporting the 
head plates and the upper storey or ceiling. The structure 
though suggests that there were diffi culties joining the 
two wall frames at the corners, in such a way that the 
result looks like a stacked framework that has no parallel 
in any building technique using fi lled frame, which 
usually includes counterbraces and other wooden pieces 
in order to buttress the timber framing all together with 
the corner junctions (Fig. 8). 68

As far as one may go by the great monoliths of Axum — as 
it has been related to on more than a few occasions 69 — 
the kind of wooden structure might have occurred in the 
Axumite architecture as well, not only for the ceiling 
framework the terracotta models of houses from Haoulti to 

67 BRETON et al. 1998: 98–99.
68 For more details see also Darles, in BRETON (ed.) 2009: 89–90.
69 LITTMANN & KRENCKER 1906: 23–31; KRENCKER 1913: 10–28; VAN 

BEEK 1967: 113–122; BUXTON & MATTHEWS 1971–1972: 56–58 
& Figs. 1 & 6; ANFRAY 1990: 105–107; SEIGNE 1991: 163–164; MANZO 
1995: 157–158.

Fig. 7. Foundation plan and reconstitution of the palace of Shabwa, in its supposed 3rd-century state (drawing J. Seigne in SEIGNE 1991: Figs. 2 & 24).
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give an example. 70 Though, instead of mudbrick — which 
might not have been much used in northern Ethiopia, unless 
in Eritrea 71 — stonework would have involved levelling 
courses along with such a framework of beams and 
crosspieces. Relevant examples of such an assembling is 
given either by Debra-Damo’s monastery (south Addigrat, 
on the eastern edge of the plateau) or the ancient church 
at Asmara (Eritrea), 72 which have both been erected, 
according to tradition, shortly after the 6th century AD. 
Both consisted of a wood-stone framework, including 
horizontal beams and crosspieces which have rounded 
ends that extend out of the external facing walls, and are 
related to ‘monkeys’ heads’ (Fig. 9).

A frequently used building technique

Very recently, buildings of the same type have been 
excavated at Wakarida, about 70 km north-east of Wukro, 
two hours trail from Edaga Hamus, on the far eastern edge 
of the highlands of Tigray — to the east of Sewne, a village 
depending on Saʿesiʿe Tsʿada Emba woreda. 73

Wakarida, on the far east highlands
At fi rst sight, Wakarida seems not to be on any commercial 
road, nor to have any contacts — at least major contacts — 
with the highlands: the site lies on the western slope of 
the chains of mountains, and turned therefore more toward 
Afar than toward the Axumite kingdom. One would hence 

70 DE CONTENSON 1963: 44 & pl. XXXVIII & XXXIX – dated back to the 
3rd cent. BC & and the 1st cent. AD.

71 DAINELLI & MARINELLI 1912: 532; ANFRAY 1974: 751, 1990: 95–105.
72 BUXTON 1968: 51–60.
73 The study of the site and its environment has been carried out since 

2011 thanks to J. Charbonnier, S. Antonini and X. Peixoto (excavation), 
V. Buffa, A. Benoist, C. Verdellet and V. Bernard (ceramology), 
O. Barge, E. Régagnon and Y. Callot (environment). See all fi eldwork 
reports 2011, 2012 & 2013 on http://halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr.

expect to fi nd scattered farms: conversely, on one of the 
outcrops overlooking a large valley called May Ayni, walls 
have been found that suggest remains of several buildings, 
and hence a kind of built-up area, not to say a town, going 
back to the Axumite period. 74

Two monuments have been partly excavated so far — one 
on top of the outcrop (A building), the other on the eastern 
slope (D building). The ground plan of A building was 
basically a square (13 m each way), the mid-portion of each 
side systematically recessed (Fig. 10). The only remains 
are a kind of low podium — only 0.50 to 0.60 m high —, 
the facing walls of which consisted of rubble masonry 
connected with regular levelling courses set up with slabs 
of schist in such a way as to have small steps — in the very 
same way as at Matara. A broad stairway headed the north-

74 Relaying to coins, archaeological material as pottery, and 14C 
analysis giving radiocarbon dates between AD 245 and 389 (-1725 
+/- 25 cal. BP) on top of the outcrop, and between AD 380 and 537 
(-1625 +/- 30 cal. BP) on the eastern slope.

Fig. 8. Diagram of wooden framework at Hajar 
am-Dhaybiyya in Yemen (after BRETON et al. 1998: 
Fig. 5) and reconstitution of the house’s walls at 
Shabwa (drawing Ch. Darles in DARLES 2009: 
Fig. 20 b; and J. Seigne in SEIGNE 1991: Fig. 20).

Fig. 9. Diagram of wall structure including a window frame in Ethiopia 
during the Axumite period, based on Debra Damo 

(after D.H. Matthews in BUXTON & MATTHEWS 1971–1972: Fig. 1).
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eastern side, and lead to a small platform (2 × 1.10 m) 
ending at the façade.
The inside platform was divided into nine rooms arranged 
three by three, six of them having a round stonework pillar 
in the middle, topped by a horizontal slab of schist situated 
at fl oor level for bolstering it. Apart from rubble stones 
spread all over the site, almost nothing from above this level 
was left, and it is diffi cult to say whether the construction of 
the walls involved ground plates or any wooden framework 
together with stone levelling courses. Clues could be found 
as to the positions of doors. Thresholds were actually set 
a few centimetres above the fl oor and were made of two 
horizontal beams, one on each side of the doorway, topped 
by a third horizontal one. Excluding the access leading to 
the central part, all the doors apparently opened at the inner 
corner of each room. As a result, the inside plan of the house 
would have consisted of nine small rooms about 10 m2 each, 
including maybe a post in the middle. It is at least diffi cult 
to imagine a second storey since the walls were only 0.50 
to 0.60 m wide.
The building may be identifi ed as an ordinary house, 
since few of them seem to have been established as well 
all around the outcrop. It might have been surrounded 
by a regular succession of small rooms, enclosing a kind 
of courtyard in between, and hence could have been the 
residence of some wealthy people. Instead of being erected 
on a huge platform as is usually known, its situation on top 
of the outcrop might have signalled the social or political 

importance of its inhabitants. Though, the platform of 
the other building on the eastern slope was much larger, 
and seems there to have corrected the unevenness of the 
ground. Its plan was slightly different, of a more oblong 
nature, with only six rooms arranged two by two, as far as 
the remains are concerned, largely damaged by the local 
people (Fig. 11). It, too, was surrounded by a succession 
of rooms, some of them also built on a podium in which 
storage jars have been found, but no real courtyard. The 
way of building-up was the same, the inside arrangements 
quite different, and though of diffi cult identifi cation.

Private houses, palaces or religious monuments?
Wakarida is obviously not the only remote site at the far 
edge of the highlands. Several others have in fact been 
found in and out of the same valley. It may yet be diffi cult 
to assert if it was really a town or a village as one would 
usually consider it, since we do not know much about the 
socio-political aspects of the Abyssinians at that time. How 
in fact were Matara and other similar ‘cities’ ruled? What 
were indeed these so-called ‘palaces’: were they set apart 
or part of a town? Where and how did the local people live: 
were they self-governing farmers, groups of small pastoral 
communities, 75 or under the control of the kingdom, even 
in a remote location like Wakarida?

75 See among others D’ANDREA 1997; FINNERAN 2007; PHILLIPSON 2009.

Fig. 10. Foundation plan of A building 
at Wakarida, 3rd–4th centuries AD 
(drawing J. Charbonnier).
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The characteristics of this type of house in South Arabia 
have been completed thanks to the presence of dedicatory 
inscriptions inserted into the foundation basements, some 
of them describing some structural parts of the house 
through the use of specifi c terms, 76 to which R. Loreto 
related on the basis of the available architectonic and 
structural data. 77 As a result, this type of construction has 
been identifi ed with residential buildings, usually found 
in urban contexts, and well-attested in South Arabia since 
the 7th century BC. They are defi ned as ‘on basement 
buildings’ or ‘tower houses’ — like most houses in 
contemporary Yemen.
The reason why such houses were built in South Arabia 
on a huge platform might have been geological, in 
order to make the house steadier because of the ground 
which was saturated with salt at Shabwa. It might have 
been also because of seismic activity, if not for a plain 
defensive purpose. 78 At Wakarida, the platform might 
have simply corrected the unevenness of the ground. 
Beyond such explanations, the reasons could have been 
for the most of a cultural or a symbolic nature. Anfray 
would then have been right when he identifi ed Matara’s 
monuments as ‘palaces’. But they were not very far from 
each other — this holds too for Wakarida —, and at least 
some of them would merely have belonged to wealthy 
people — as at Shabwa.
The set of buildings along with the inside arrangement 
of these ‘tower-houses’ — as far as the remains are 
concerned — seem though to have been different in both 
countries in spite of the technical elements they shared. 
The main house in Ethiopia seems to have been basically 

76 AGOSTINI 2008. Inscriptions related as well to houses with two or more 
storeys.

77 LORETO 2011.
78 SEIGNE 1991: 162.

a square less than 20 m each side, including nine rooms 
arranged three by three, without any corridor; it was 
different in South Arabia, as a corridor ran lengthwise 
across the whole building, and opened on either side 
in different rooms. Besides, none of the ‘tower-houses’ 
in South Arabia had additional housings all around, 
enclosing a courtyard, but in very few cases associated 
then with ‘palaces’. The size could have make the 
difference between a ‘common’ or a wealthy people’s 
house limited to a ‘tower-house’, from a ‘palace’ which 
would have included wings behind a U-shaped stoa facing 
a huge courtyard. All the same, the so-called ‘palaces’ at 
Matara or Dungur might have included a kind of ‘tower-
house’, as they were in South Arabia, probably though of 
a lesser number of storeys due to the narrowness so far 
as to the heaviness of the wood-stone walls, which might 
have been unstable in their height.
As it is, the built-up context at Shabwa provides a well-
defi ned model as might be possible in Ethiopia. The actual 
context of most of these monuments in Ethiopia would have 
made J.-F. Breton suggest distinguishing a third model, 
namely a ‘villa’. 79 Apart from the ‘classical’ connotation it 
may have, which could induce thinking of Roman infl uences 
or such, as this designation would call on a general ground 
plan of the complex arranged around the courtyard but not 
the ‘tower house’ as it was in Ethiopia. Then again, we 
know nothing about the surrounding rooms, which in the 
villae linked to farming, and would allow thinking of a sort 
of feudal system of which we have no evidence in Ethiopia. 
On the other hand, and according to I. Gerlach, owing to its 
small interconnected rooms, Grat Beʾal Gebri might have 
been an administrative building, perhaps though with a 
religious function. 80 As it is again, and given the presence 

79 BRETON 2011: 66–68.
80 GERLACH 2013: 266. About both functions, private or religious, whatever 

Fig. 11. The western wall of D Building and its surrounding rooms at Wakarida, 4th–6th centuries AD (photo X. Peixoto).
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at its rear part of what Anfray identifi ed as a funerary vault, 
one of the Axumite building at Matara — Matara D — 
might have been a religious monument of a rectangular 
plan (10 × 15 m). 81 A very similar building was reported 
much earlier by Conti Rossini, at Aggula Čerkos, near 
Makale, nearly none of which is preserved today, but which 
he identifi ed either with an Axumite church 82 since a new 
church was actually erected just nearby… It defi nitely seems 
diffi cult to look for any functional or social distinctions 
where there is no structural evidence — at least currently as 
the only remains we have are the raised platforms.

Transfer and transmission of culture

Be that as it may, the presence in such a remote and modest 
site as Wakarida — whatever it was — of a specifi c kind 
of monument we know of all over the Axumite kingdom, 
shows how much these specifi c architectural features were 
part of an ongoing transfer of practices that originated back 
in the very fi rst millennium BC — or even earlier. At that 
period in fact, defi nite elements were improved which still 
involved in the fi rst millennium AD. Some of them might 
have come from South Arabia, or vice versa — among which 
the raised platform and the wooden framework marked out 
at Grat Beʾal Gebri in the early fi rst millennium BC, or even 

the building in South Arabia, see DE MAIGRET 2005: 106–107.
81 ANFRAY & ANNEQUIN 1965: 65–68 & pl. XLV.
82 CONTI ROSSINI 1928: pl. xl, fi rst discovered by HOZIER 1869: 137. See 

more recently FESSEHA GIYORGIS 1987.

the way the outer faces of the regular blocks were coarse 
stippled with a prominent drafted margin all around.
Each of these elements were used down through the 
centuries in both countries, but with slight differences. The 
heavy masonry, still in use in the raised platforms in 3rd-
century South Arabia, has been moved on in the Axumite 
architecture actually made of rubble masonry; though most 
of the buildings still involved the same hewed blocks slightly 
stepped in order to reinforce their corners — as it was at 
Matara and plainly at Axum, the tombs of Kaleb and Gabre 
Masqal or Enda Mikael (6th cent. AD) (Fig. 12). Walls were 
all the same stepped, slabs of schist being used in order to 
level courses every 0.40 or 0.50 m in height. Besides, the 
drawing of the plane walls, alternatively recessed and in 
projection, we know of in the Axumite architecture, was 
already used either at Grat Beʾal Gebri in 800 BC 83 or even 
more protruding at Tamnaʿ, on the other side of the Red Sea, 
in the 7th–4th centuries BC. 84 Window and door frames 
probably underwent similar improvement in both countries, 
only the stele at Axum and again a few troglodyte churches 
show it, either petrifi ed or of wood. Though the stacked 
timber framing and mudbrick fi lling, familiar to Shabwa, 
and obviously to Eritrea as well, might already have been 
used, but together with stonework at Grat Beʾal Gebri in 
the early 800 BC, and later on as it was at Debra-Damo in 
order to reinforce the rubble masonry. At least, J.-F. Breton 
wondered in the 1980s whether some of the South Arabian 
achievements were or not of Ethiopian origin… 85

Whatever were their contacts, both countries were 
continuously in interaction, even when, for long periods, 
there seems to have been no direct contact. They shared 
a similar natural environment, both were active in long-
distance trade: these areas often evolved in parallel, if 
not alike. Several cultural traits were handed down over 
the centuries, among them: the Sabaean script for writing 
Ethiopian languages and construction techniques. These 
would make us consider a fi rmly fi xed tradition — not to 
say only resurgence — that passed on traits from different 
domains that had been shared earlier with South Arabia. 
Though, the phenomenon of South Arabian infl uence 
upon northern Ethiopia is still diffi cult to assess since not 
much on the historical and economical context is really 
known or understood. At least, other contacts and relations 
obviously occurred all the same with other regions, among 
others Sudan and Egypt, India and North Arabia. 86
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83 GERLACH 2013: 266–267.
84 Darles, in BRETON (ed.) 2009: 90.
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Fig. 12. The building of a corner of Kaleb’s tomb at Axum, 
6th–7th centuries AD (photo F. Dugast).
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